Introduction {#sec1-2055217317725917}
============

Growing interest in patient experiences of conditions like relapsing--remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) has led to increased interest in patient-reported outcomes (PROs).^[@bibr1-2055217317725917],[@bibr2-2055217317725917]^ In addition to traditional endpoints, PROs are increasingly used in clinical trials to assess treatment effects from the patients' perspective. The Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS-29) is a PRO developed in 2001 to assess multiple sclerosis (MS) according to two scales: Physical Impact and Psychological Impact.^[@bibr3-2055217317725917]^ The MSIS-29 has been used in many different trials, including ADVANCE.^[@bibr4-2055217317725917],[@bibr5-2055217317725917]^

The pivotal ADVANCE study compared the efficacy and safety of subcutaneous peginterferon 125 mcg beta-1a dosed every two and four weeks with placebo in patients with RRMS.^[@bibr4-2055217317725917],[@bibr6-2055217317725917]^ Efficacy endpoints included adjusted annualized relapse rate (ARR) and confirmed disability progression (CDP), and MSIS-29 was an exploratory endpoint. Significant ARR and CDP treatment effects were demonstrated at Week 48 in both intervention groups compared with placebo.^[@bibr4-2055217317725917],[@bibr6-2055217317725917]^ No significant treatment effects were demonstrated on the MSIS--29.

Within-scale changes from baseline indicated a significant improvement at Week 48 across all three treatment groups for Psychological Impact scores, and a worsening in Physical Impact scores (statistically significant in the placebo group only).^[@bibr5-2055217317725917]^ A post-hoc analysis revealed that 12-week CDP was associated with a six-point worsening of the Physical Impact scores in the placebo group (*p* \< 0.0001) relative to a 1.9-point worsening (*p* = 0.044) in the peginterferon beta-1a every-two-weeks group. Recent relapse (occurring within the past 29 days) was associated with a 10-point worsening of the Psychological Impact scores in the placebo group (*p* \< 0.0001) relative to a 3.5-point worsening in the peginterferon beta-1a every-two-weeks group (*p* = 0.031).^[@bibr5-2055217317725917]^

MSIS-29 and other PROs are valuable rating scales in evaluating treatment benefits from a patient's perspective,^[@bibr1-2055217317725917],[@bibr7-2055217317725917],[@bibr8-2055217317725917]^ measuring complex unobservable variables through self-reported questionnaires.^[@bibr7-2055217317725917],[@bibr9-2055217317725917]^ A well-designed PRO should be reliable and valid, and care should be taken to ensure the total score of the scale appropriately reflects the patient experience.^[@bibr1-2055217317725917],[@bibr7-2055217317725917],[@bibr10-2055217317725917],[@bibr11-2055217317725917]^ There are three main psychometric paradigms for developing and evaluating rating scales: Classical Test Theory (CTT),^[@bibr12-2055217317725917]^ Rasch Measurement Theory (RMT),^[@bibr13-2055217317725917]^ and Item Response Theory (IRT).^[@bibr14-2055217317725917]^ A detailed comparison of these paradigms is presented elsewhere displaying the sophisticated and extensive analysis potential of the RMT.^[@bibr1-2055217317725917],[@bibr8-2055217317725917]^

The MSIS-29 was developed in accordance with CTT criteria.^[@bibr12-2055217317725917]^ Item questionnaires were generated through patient interviews (with primary progressive (PPMS), secondary progressive (SPMS), and RRMS patients), expert opinion, and literature review.^[@bibr3-2055217317725917]^ Psychometric properties and responsiveness were evaluated in an independent sample^[@bibr3-2055217317725917]^ and subsequently evaluated using CTT methods by several studies.^[@bibr15-2055217317725917][@bibr16-2055217317725917]--[@bibr17-2055217317725917]^ However, in order to further assess the validity of the MSIS-29, it is important to validate the scale through an independent psychometric paradigm.

The RMT offers a mathematically testable model articulating a priori criteria used to verify measurement properties or to expose and explore anomalies of any rating scale empirically.^[@bibr8-2055217317725917],[@bibr13-2055217317725917],[@bibr18-2055217317725917]^ An RMT of the MSIS-29 in a small sample (*n* = 92) of SPMS, RRMS, and PPMS patients was largely supportive of its measurement properties but revealed issues with its response scale, item fit, and coverage of patients with lower psychological impact.^[@bibr19-2055217317725917]^ Two additional studies utilized portions of RMT analysis to assess item stability across participants with differential depression levels^[@bibr16-2055217317725917]^ and patient and proxy responders,^[@bibr20-2055217317725917]^ providing supporting evidence for MSIS-29. However, to date there have been no RMT analyses of the MSIS-29 conducted in a large sample of patients with RRMS.

The objective of this study was to evaluate measurement properties of the MSIS-29 within ADVANCE in accordance with RMT criteria. The RMT is superior to the CTT because it has interval rather than ordinal scoring, separation of item and person parameters, non-sample-dependent scale properties (e.g. reliability and validity), and the potential for individual-level measurement.^[@bibr1-2055217317725917],[@bibr8-2055217317725917]^ The current RMT psychometric analysis enables extensive assessment of sample-to-scale targeting within RRMS patients whose levels of disability are potentially different from those of the patients' used for the development and validation of the MSIS-29. Additionally, RMT allows for the optimization of the scoring structure and interpretation with the provision of interval-level scores.

Methods {#sec2-2055217317725917}
=======

ADVANCE study {#sec3-2055217317725917}
-------------

ADVANCE was a two-year, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group, Phase 3 study, with a one-year placebo-controlled period comparing peginterferon beta-1a 125 mcg administered every two or four weeks versus placebo in patients with RRMS. Results from the study are described in detail elsewhere.^[@bibr4-2055217317725917]^ ADVANCE recruited patients aged between 18 and 65 with a maximum 5.0 baseline Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score.^[@bibr21-2055217317725917]^

Protocol for the ADVANCE study was approved by the institutional review board at each site, and the study was conducted according to International Conference on Harmonization Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice and the Declaration of Helsinki. Every patient provided written informed consent before entering the study.

Materials {#sec4-2055217317725917}
---------

The MSIS-29 is a disease-specific PRO that measures the Physical and Psychological Impact of MS via two scales of 20 and 9 items each.^[@bibr3-2055217317725917],[@bibr16-2055217317725917]^ Items are scored on five-point Likert-like scales, with higher scores indicating greater impact of MS on this domain.

Data analysis {#sec5-2055217317725917}
-------------

Data analysis followed three stages. First, psychometric evaluation of the MSIS-29 in line with RMT was performed. A review of these findings led to conceptual restructuring of the MSIS-29 measurement model, properties of which were evaluated using RMT at a second stage. Finally, the responsiveness of the original and rescored scales was examined. RUMM2030^[@bibr22-2055217317725917]^ was used to conduct the RMT and IBM SPSS 21.0^[@bibr23-2055217317725917]^ responsiveness analyses. Data from eight different time-points were stacked to increase sample size for the psychometric analysis.

RMT analysis {#sec6-2055217317725917}
------------

RMT analysis compares observed data against the stringent criteria of the Rasch model with the broad aims described below.^[@bibr8-2055217317725917],[@bibr24-2055217317725917]^

### How adequate is the sample-to-scale targeting? {#sec7-2055217317725917}

Sample-to-scale targeting concerns the match between the range of Physical or Psychological Impact measured by the MSIS-29 items, and the distribution of impact measured in the sample, subsequently influencing interpretation of all other RMT analyses. Person and item locations are plotted against the same metric, and their relative distributions are assessed.^[@bibr25-2055217317725917],[@bibr26-2055217317725917]^

### Do the response categories work as intended? {#sec8-2055217317725917}

Greater changes in MSIS-29 scores signify more impact. It is therefore expected that the higher the impact of a responder, the higher the response category to be endorsed. Response thresholds are expected to be ordered in a successive manner along the measurement continuum.^[@bibr8-2055217317725917],[@bibr27-2055217317725917]^ Thresholds represent the point at which the probability of endorsing two adjacent response categories is equal.

### To what extent do the MSIS-29 items work together to define a single measurement construct? {#sec9-2055217317725917}

RMT expects scale items to be cohesive and work well together clinically and statistically when summed up to a single total score.^[@bibr8-2055217317725917],[@bibr27-2055217317725917]^ Using a rule of thumb, fit residual (residual = observed -- expected score) estimates for each item should be within ± 2.5. Chi-square tests assess the difference between each item's mean observed and expected scores within certain class intervals of the trait being measured. Item characteristic curves (ICCs) display this relationship graphically, providing context for interpreting the magnitude and pattern of numerical fit statistics.

### To what extent does the response to one item bias the response to another? {#sec10-2055217317725917}

RMT expects that items should not be dependent on or biased by each other so as to not artificially inflate reliability. We assessed the degree of "local dependence" among scale items by examining item residual correlations. Residual correlations \>0.30 warrant further examination,^[@bibr28-2055217317725917]^ as they reflect \>9% of shared variance.

### How has the sample been measured? Are responders in the sample separated by the MSIS-29 items? {#sec11-2055217317725917}

Scale items are expected to detect differences in levels of impact within a sample and changes over time. Within RMT, the person separation index (PSI) is calculated to assess this.^[@bibr8-2055217317725917],[@bibr27-2055217317725917]^ The PSI is a numerical indicator ranging from 0 to 1, computed as the ratio of error-corrected person variance relative to the total person variance,^[@bibr29-2055217317725917]^ with higher values indicating greater detection of reliable differences.

### How valid is the sample measurement? {#sec12-2055217317725917}

Similar to item responses, it is important to assess whether the measurement of each person's total score is in line with RMT expectations.^[@bibr18-2055217317725917]^ This is assessed through person fit residual, with reference to the "rule of thumb," expecting 99% of the sample to produce a fit residual between −2.5 and 2.5. Fit residuals outside this range indicate problematic measurements and questionable measurement validity.^[@bibr8-2055217317725917],[@bibr27-2055217317725917]^

### What is the relationship between MSIS-29 raw scores and interval measurement? {#sec13-2055217317725917}

The MSIS-29 total score is ordinal, computed through the summed total of individual Likert-like items rather than an equal-interval measure of Physical or Psychological Impact. It is important to assess the extent to which ordinal raw scores approach interval measurement; one point on an ordinal scale is not necessarily the same across the breadth of the scale,^[@bibr27-2055217317725917],[@bibr30-2055217317725917]^ and this has implications when interpreting findings. RUMM2030 plots raw scores against estimated interval measurements, which can be used to provide a subsequent transformation on an interval 0--100 score for each scale.

Responsiveness analysis {#sec14-2055217317725917}
-----------------------

The ability of MSIS-29 scales to detect change at Week 48 was examined and compared. To increase consistency in this comparison, original and restructured scales were anchored on the same overarching scale. Interval level 0--100 transformed scores were used, computed on the basis of RMT-produced interval logit for total raw scores. Responsiveness was examined using four standard indicators: Cohen's effect size (ES)^[@bibr31-2055217317725917]^ and standardized response mean (SRM),^[@bibr32-2055217317725917]^ relative efficiency using paired samples *t*-tests,^[@bibr33-2055217317725917]^ and relative precision using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).^[@bibr34-2055217317725917]^

Results {#sec15-2055217317725917}
=======

Data from a total of 1509 people with RRMS at eight time-points are presented in [Table 1](#table1-2055217317725917){ref-type="table"}. Table 1.Sample characteristics at baseline.*n*%Sex Female106810.16 Male44129.22Age ≤39years93261.76 ≥40 years57738.24Country region USA117978.13 Europe523.45 Rest of the world27818.42Treatment group Peginterferon beta-1a 125 mg every two weeks51133.86 Peginterferon beta-1a 125 mg every four weeks50033.13 Placebo49833.00EDSS score 1.0 to 2.5 (no to minimal disability)95963.55 3.0 to 4.5 (moderate to significant disability)55136.51 5.0 to 5.5 (severe disability)583.84[^1]

MSIS-29: RMT findings (Table 2) {#sec16-2055217317725917}
-------------------------------

MSIS-29 scales demonstrated sub-optimal targeting, as the range of impact measured by scale items covered only 58% of those measured in the sample. Physical Impact ([Figure 1(a)](#fig1-2055217317725917){ref-type="fig"}) also demonstrated some item bunching, whereas Psychological Impact ([Figure 1(b)](#fig1-2055217317725917){ref-type="fig"}) had some item gaps on the measurement scale. For both scales, person measurements and means were skewed to the floor; i.e. lower impact. Figure 1.Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS-29) sample-to-scale targeting.The top pink histogram shows the distribution of Physical Impact (a) and Psychological Impact (b) in the sample, and the lower blue histogram shows the distribution of impact in the MSIS-29 scale item thresholds and mean item locations, which map out the 20 (a) and 9 (b) impact items.

All 29 items displayed ordered thresholds, indicating that response categories worked as intended. Item fit residuals for 80% of physical and 89% of psychological items fell outside the recommended range; 15% and 11% failed the adjusted Chi-square criteria, respectively. ICCs reflected marginal fluctuation of observed scores from the Rasch-expected scores, suggesting all four items slightly under-discriminated impact ([Figure 2](#fig2-2055217317725917){ref-type="fig"}). One item pair had residual correlations \>0.30 (*r* = 0.40), suggesting dependency between item responses for "grip things tightly" and "carry things." Figure 2.Exemplar item characteristic curve (ICC).The ICC plots the scores expected by the Rasch model for each individual item on the y-axis at each and every level of the measurement continuum of Physical Impact (x-axis). The black dots represent observed scores in each of the 10 class intervals of the trait (i.e. Physical Impact). This ICC for Item 9 indicates slight under-discrimination of the trait, as the line indicated by the dots is flatter than the expected curve. Individuals with higher impact (right hand-side of the continuum) scored lower than expected denoting lower impact, while patients with lower impact (left hand-side of the continuum) scored higher than expected denoting more impact.

PSIs were 0.91 and 0.87, indicating individuals in the sample were separated adequately by MSIS-29 items. Person fit residuals indicated significant misfit for both scales, with 22% of person measurements for Physical and 19% for Psychological Impact falling outside the recommended range, suggesting problematic measurement. The relationship between raw total scores and interval logit metric was S-shaped for both scales, indicating that a one-point change in raw score is associated with a variable rate of change in the impact interval measurement; variability was highest at the two ends and lowest in the center ([Figure 3](#fig3-2055217317725917){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Raw score to interval metric transformation.The x-axis represents the Physical Impact construct as an interval logit score with increasing impact from left to right and the y-axis the raw score as calculated by the summed total of the Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS--29).

Revised MSIS-29 scoring structure {#sec17-2055217317725917}
---------------------------------

The MSIS-29 item content was reviewed by a multidisciplinary team that included neurologists, psychologists, and health measurement experts, and three re-conceptualized scales were proposed. The revised scales comprised: "Symptoms," containing 10 of the original 20 Physical and four of the original Psychological Impact Items; "General Limitations," containing 10 of the original Physical Impact scales; and "Psychological Impacts," containing five of its original nine items.

Revised MSIS-29 scales {#sec18-2055217317725917}
----------------------

The revised MSIS-29 scales demonstrated sub-optimal but improved targeting, as the range of impact measured by the scale items covered 68% of the range of the impact measured in the sample, whereas the scales person measurements were consistently skewed to the floor of the measurement scale (i.e. lower impact; [Figure 4](#fig4-2055217317725917){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Revised Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS-29) sample-to-scale targeting.The top pink histogram shows the distribution of General Symptoms (a), Psychological Impact (b) and General Limitation (c) in the sample and the lower blue histogram shows the distribution of impact in the MSIS-29 scale item thresholds and mean item locations, which map out the 14 (a), 5 (b) and 10 (c) items.

All 29 items displayed ordered item response thresholds. Item fit residuals for 86% of Symptoms, 90% of General Limitations, and 100% of Psychological Impact items fell outside the recommended range, whereas 7% of Symptoms and 10% of Limitations items failed the adjusted Chi-square criteria in the respective scales. ICCs reflected marginal fluctuations of observed scores from the Rasch-expected values, suggesting both items slightly under-discriminated impact. No item dependency was identified.

PSIs ranged between 0.83 and 0.87, indicating adequate separation of individuals by the items. Person fit residuals indicated significant misfit with 16%--28% of person measurements across the scales falling outside the recommended range, suggesting problematic measurement. The relationship between raw total scores and interval logit metric was consistently S-shaped for both scales.

EDSS sub-sample {#sec19-2055217317725917}
---------------

Examining sub-optimal targeting primarily at the floor of all scales (i.e. lower impact), scale performance was further assessed on a sub-sample of patients, excluding those with an EDSS score \<2.5, reflecting no-to-little disability. Sample-to-scale targeting, the measurement scale, and sample measurement were improved in the original Physical Impact and all three revised scales when tested on the sub-sample of responders with EDSS scores \>2.5 ([Table 2](#table2-2055217317725917){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Overview of RMT findings.Targeting distributionsMeasurement scaleSample measurementPerson measurements range (mean)Item threshold range^a^ (%)Disordered thresholds (%)Item fit residual range (% outside −2.5/2.5)Item χ^2^, % significant (*p* \< 0.01)^b^\# of item pairs with residual correlations \>0.30PSIPerson fit residual range (% outside −2.5/2.5)Original Physical Impact--5.68 to 5.53 (--2.36)3.41 to 3.11 (58%)0%--17.30 to 24.72 (80%)15%One pair (*r* = 0.40)0.91--8.21 to 5.08 (22%, *n* = 1831) Psychological Impact--5.18 to 4.86 (--1.99)--3.17 to 2.66 (58%)0%--17.92 to 21.29 (89%)11%0 pairs0.87--6.54 to 3.88 (19%, *n* = 1549)Original sub-sample (excluding EDSS ≤2.5 scores) Physical Impact--5.81 to 5.74 (--1.18)--3.43 to 3.38 (59%)0%--10.86 to 17.12 (80%)10%One pair (*r* = 0.31)0.94--7.97 to 4.92 (19%, *n* = 609) Psychological Impact--5.10 to 4.86 (--1.19)--2.87 to 2.55 (54%)0%--10.93 to 14.72 (67%)11%0 pairs0.89--6.42 to 3.63 (13%, *n* = 423)Revised General Symptoms--5.01 to 3.29 (--1.96)--2.64 to 2.97 (68%)0%--15.91 to 17.90 (86%)7%0 pairs0.87--7.07 to 3.86 (16%, *n* = 1343) Psychological Impact--5.14 to 4.74 (--2.16)--3.62 to 3.09 (68%)0%--12.96 to 12.41 (100%)0%0 pairs0.83--3.42 to 3.13 (20%, *n* = 1646) General Limitations--5.52 to 5.19 (--2.63)--4.07 to 3.19 (68%)0%--9.96 to 16.63 (90%)10%0 pairs0.87--5.45 to 4.00 (28%, *n* = 2318)Revised sub-sample (excluding EDSS ≤2.5 scores) General Symptoms--5.12 to 3.29 (--1.09)--3.20 to 3.09 (75%)0%--7.60 to 10.81 (71%)0%0 pairs0.90--7.11 to 3.85 (14%, *n* = 441) Psychological Impact--5.02 to 4.78 (--1.28)--3.83 to 3.28 (67%)0%--8.37 to 8.13 (60%)0%0 pairs0.86--3.39 to 3.12 (18%, *n* = 559) General Limitations--5.57 to 5.47 (--1.29)--3.89 to 3.50 (67%)0%--7.40 to 12.08 (90%)0%0 pairs0.92--5.60 to 4.07 (15%, *n* = 468)[^2]

Responsiveness analysis and score interpretation {#sec20-2055217317725917}
------------------------------------------------

Relative precision examination suggests that the revised Psychological Impact was the most sensitive scale for detecting change ([Table 3](#table3-2055217317725917){ref-type="table"}). Examining score changes from baseline within the entire sample ([Table 4](#table4-2055217317725917){ref-type="table"}) indicated that only the two Psychological Impact scales (revised and originals) showed a significant (*p* \< 0.001) reduction at Week 48, with the revised scale showing the highest relative efficiency. Change scores within the EDSS sub-sample ([Table 4](#table4-2055217317725917){ref-type="table"}) indicated a significant reduction of Psychological Impact in the original and revised scales, and a significant increase in the General Limitations (*p* \< 0.01). All three change scores were associated with low ESs and SRMs. Examination of minimally important difference (MID) for ES and SRM compared to mean change scores indicated that they were both higher, providing additional evidence around the magnitude of change scorers for these scales. Table 3.Scale responsiveness: analysis of variance of Rasch transformed 0--100, anchored to scoring algorithm.BaselineWeek 48ANOVA*x*SD½ SD*Nx*SD½ SD*Fp* valueRPPlacebo whole sample (*n* = 498) Original Physical Impact^a^31.0016.558.2845730.8317.358.680.0240.8780.00 Revised Symptoms31.3915.327.6645731.1116.158.080.0780.7800.01 Original Psychological Impact33.1617.978.9945730.7318.419.214.2540.0390.60 Revised Psychological Impact32.8221.3710.6945729.1521.1010.557.1140.0081.00 Original Physical Impact^b^29.9616.498.2545729.8617.328.660.0090.9260.00 Revised General Limitation27.1919.069.5345726.9920.4210.210.0230.8800.00Placebo sub-sample (*n* = 191) Original Physical Impact^a^40.1513.356.6818240.6613.646.820.1320.7170.28 Revised Symptoms39.7813.246.6218240.1713.136.560.0820.7750.17 Original Psychological Impact39.4317.568.7818238.8016.608.300.1280.7210.27 Revised Psychological Impact38.9321.2410.6218237.4819.289.640.4740.4911.00 Original Physical Impact^b^40.0313.416.7118240.5613.726.860.1430.7050.30 Revised General Limitation39.6015.157.5718239.1216.268.130.0880.7670.19Treatment whole sample (*n* = 1011) Original Physical Impact^a^30.9816.438.2287529.7316.698.350.7110.3990.03 Revised Symptoms30.8915.297.6587430.0615.477.741.4940.2220.07 Original Psychological Impact32.9217.128.5687329.9618.049.2113.2650.0000.60 Revised Psychological Impact32.5420.0510.0387328.1220.6810.3422.0840.0001.00 Original Physical Impact^b^29.3416.438.2287528.7416.638.320.6130.4340.03 Revised General Limitation26.2219.309.6587525.9219.479.740.1120.7380.01Treatment sub-sample (*n* = 418) Original Physical Impact^a^39.3413.376.6933339.5012.896.440.0290.8650.00 Revised Symptoms39.3112.616.3033339.0412.426.210.0890.7650.01 Original Psychological Impact39.7815.697.8533337.4016.518.254.0550.0440.62 Revised Psychological Impact39.3718.959.4833235.7719.389.696.5360.0111.00 Original Physical Impact^b^39.2513.456.7233339.4012.936.470.0250.8740.00 Revised General Limitation38.7016.195.4033337.3016.418.211.3610.2440.21[^3] Table 4.Scale responsiveness: paired sample *t*-test of Rasch transformed 0--100, anchored to scoring algorithm.BaselineWeek 48MeanSD1/2 SDMeanSD1/2 SDMean changeSD change*tp* valueREESSRMMID (0.5 ES)MID (0.5 SRM)Placebo whole sample (*n* = 455) Original Physical Impact^a^30.6616.508.2530.7617.3618.680.1111.070.2080.8360.040.010.018.255.54 Revised Symptoms31.1715.267.6331.0416.158.08--0.1310.70--0.2590.7960.050.010.017.635.35 Original Psychological Impact32.9917.999.0030.6218.389.19--2.3613.74--3.6670.0000.780.130.179.006.87 Revised Psychological Impact32.7321.3010.6529.0321.0610.53--3.6716.71--4.7210.0001.000.170.2210.658.36 Original Physical Impact^b^29.6216.448.2229.817.348.670.1810.970.3550.7230.080.010.028.225.49 Revised General Limitation26.6518.889.4426.9220.4210.210.2713.220.4330.6650.090.010.029.446.61Placebo sub-sample (*n* = 155) Original Physical Impact^a^40.5412.816.4141.213.386.690.6610.670.7680.4440.340.050.066.415.34 Revised Symptoms40.2812.546.2740.2912.946.470.0110.80.0100.9920.000.000.006.275.40 Original Psychological Impact40.3216.878.4438.516.568.28--1.8113.89--1.6250.1060.730.110.138.446.95 Revised Psychological Impact40.1520.6110.3137.4619.149.57--2.6916.55--2.0240.0450.910.130.1610.318.28 Original Physical Impact^b^40.4112.856.4341.0913.466.730.6810.730.7890.4320.350.050.066.435.37 Revised General Limitation40.5914.737.3740.7314.687.340.140.7572.2290.0271.000.010.187.370.38BaselineWeek 48NMeanSD1/2 SDMeanSD1/2 SDMean changeSD changetp-valueREESSRMMID ESMID SRMTreatment whole sample Original Physical Impact^[a](#table-fn4-2055217317725917){ref-type="table-fn"}^87429.7516.248.1229.7616.698.350.0110.760.0130.9900.000.000.008.125.38 Revised Symptoms87330.3515.227.6130.0815.467.73--0.2610.64--0.7320.4640.110.020.027.615.32 Original Psychological Impact86932.3917.018.5129.9818.039.02--2.4014.22--4.9820.0000.780.140.178.517.11 Revised Psychological Impact86931.9219.689.8428.1520.7010.35--3.7717.37--6.4010.0001.000.190.229.848.69 Original Physical Impact^b^87428.7116.228.1128.7716.638.320.0610.640.1620.8710.030.000.018.115.32 Revised General Limitation87425.5418.949.4725.9519.469.730.4212.920.9510.3420.150.020.039.476.46Treatment sub-sample Original Physical Impact^[a](#table-fn4-2055217317725917){ref-type="table-fn"}^30939.3813.046.5239.7012.846.420.3210.080.5530.5810.160.020.036.525.04 Revised Symptoms30939.2012.676.3439.1612.236.12--0.049.81--0.0740.9410.020.000.006.344.91 Original Psychological Impact30839.6315.527.7637.3916.228.11--2.2514.53--2.7150.0070.780.140.157.767.27 Revised Psychological Impact30839.3018.339.1735.7219.139.57--3.5817.96--3.4990.0011.000.200.209.178.98 Original Physical Impact^b^30939.3013.126.5639.6012.896.450.3010.160.5200.6040.150.020.036.565.08 Revised General Limitation30938.1316.028.0138.2116.018.010.070.403.2710.0010.930.000.198.010.20[^4]

[Table 5](#table5-2055217317725917){ref-type="table"} displays the item-level average scores at baseline and Week 48 for both the treatment and placebo groups associated with a range of Rasch-transformed 0--100 scores for the three revised scales. (Results from treatment and placebo groups are displayed together as their results were identical.) Only one item, "feeling depressed," changed from an average of "a little" to "not at all," whereas the remaining 28 items had unmoved average responses between the two time-points. Review of these scores indicates scale items are relatively easy for this sample, as 57% and 60% of General Symptoms and Limitations are scored on the floor ("not at all") on average for both time-points, leaving no room for potential improvement. The remaining items and 80% of the Psychological Impact items are scored on the lower end of impact ("a little"), also leaving limited room for improvement. Table 5.Revised MSIS-29 Scale (Rasch transformed; 0--100): items/response options with associated score ranges for the mean scores at baseline and Week 48.0--100 score range for response options:Not at allA littleModeratelyQuite a bitExtremelySymptoms Grip things tightly (e.g. turning on taps)0--3737--4444--5757--6363--100 Problems with your balance0--2424--4141--5151--6767--100 Being clumsy0--2626--4646--5959--7070--100 Stiffness0--3232--4545--5656--7474--100 Heavy arms and/or legs0--2727--4141--5454--7171--100 Tremor of your arms or legs0--3535--4949--5757--7070--100 Spasms in your limbs0--3737--4949--5959--8080--100 Your body not doing what you want it to do0--3737--4949--5959--6868--100 Difficulties using hands in everyday activities0--3838--4949--6060--6969--100 Needing to go to the toilet urgently0--3636--4343--4848--5959--100 Feeling unwell0--2424--4444--5555--7070--100 Problems sleeping0--3535--4646--5151--6363--100 Feeling mentally fatigued0--2828--4545--5252--6464--100 Problems concentrating0--2626--4444--5454--6565--100Psychological Worries related to your MS0--1717--4040--5454--7070--100 Feeling anxious or tense0--1818--4343--5959--8080--100 Feeling irritable, impatient or short tempered0--1515--4040--5656--7373--100 Lack of confidence0--2727--4747--6262--8080--100 Feeling depressed0--3030--5050--6363--7676--100Limitations Do physically demanding tasks0--1313--3535--5454--7070--100 Carry things0--2525--3939--5454--6666--100 Difficulties moving about indoors0--3232--4646--6363--7777--100 Having to depend on others to do things for you0--3535--4949--5959--7474--100 Limitations in your social and leisure activities at home0--3232--4949--6161--7979--100 Being stuck at home more than you would like to be0--3131--4545--5353--6969--100 Having to cut down time spent on work or other daily activities0--2424--4444--5757--7474--100 Problems using transport (e.g. car, bus, train, taxi)0--3636--4747--5555--6666--100 Taking longer to do things0--1919--4242--5656--7373--100 Difficulty doing things spontaneous (e.g. going out on the spur of the moment)0--3030--4040--5555--6868--100[^5]

Discussion {#sec21-2055217317725917}
==========

The original MSIS-29 has been an important PRO instrument in MS clinical studies and trials for more than 15 years. Its straightforward scoring for two broad concepts (Physical and Psychological Impact) has allowed for wide application, and provided a strong basis for comparable data between different research endeavors. However, since it was published^[@bibr3-2055217317725917]^ there has been an increased use of more sophisticated psychometric methods, which provide the potential for better measurement of patient experience.^[@bibr1-2055217317725917]^ Our RMT findings supported previous research,^[@bibr8-2055217317725917]^ revealing varied evidence supporting the use of the MSIS-29. In brief, its targeting and conceptual basis could be improved; the range of impact covered by items did not match the range of impact measurement in the study sample (particularly at the floor of the scales, i.e. patients with lower impact), and item fit analyses indicated potential problems for item placement within scales.

We proffer three revised, conceptually clearer scales: "General Symptoms" related to range of symptoms, "Psychological Impact" related to emotional well-being, and "General Limitations" related to difficulties in everyday life. RMT analyses of these revised scales indicated improved sample-to-scale targeting and item fit, although not completely resolved. Our findings also suggest the revised Psychological Impact and General Limitations scales were able to detect more change than original Psychological and Physical Impact scales, respectively. Ultimately, we recommend the MSIS-29 may be further improved by adding more complex (related to higher functioning) items in the lower range of the measurement scale to improve content coverage and floor effects, primarily relevant for patients with mild disability.

Although our findings suggest the potential for improving legacy instruments, such as the MSIS-29, it is important to consider the caveats of our empirically generated revised MSIS-29 scales. First, all post-hoc RMT psychometric analyses of the MSIS-29 are limited to the instrument's original content, which was not developed in line with RMT, nor were the items selected with clinical hierarchies in mind. Also, considering the original^[@bibr5-2055217317725917]^ MSIS-29 was developed with input from patients with relatively high levels of MS disability (\>50% were retired because of disability), it is not surprising that the revised scales did not resolve sub-optimal targeting for patients with fewer disabilities.

Using the MSIS-29 to assess clinical change in MS populations similar to the ADVANCE cohort would require an expansion of the scale to include items that are associated with levels of symptoms, psychological impact, and limitations relevant to patients in this context. The proposed scoring structure of the revised MSIS-29, as well as the item hierarchies within each of the revised scales, represent just one way the items could be re-arranged. As this re-conceptualized scoring structure is supported by a single post-hoc psychometric analysis, it is essential that the revised scales be subjected to further psychometric testing and clinical anchoring in independent samples.

Our findings provide an initial evidence base to improve the measurement potential of the MSIS-29 as a PRO instrument in MS clinical research and trials. Articulating scores in relation to symptoms, emotional well-being, and general limitations increases conceptual clarity of MSIS-29. In trials such as ADVANCE, a more explicit and easily interpretable set of concepts can be presented in discussions regarding treatment benefits to patients, regulators, and payers. Additionally, the improved targeting of the revised MSIS-29 scales reduces the overall error associated with measurement. This improves the scales' potential to reflect the impact of clinical change in MS when it occurs. Finally, since original MSIS-29 scores are ordinal in nature, the use of the linearized (interval-level) transformed 0--100 scoring would benefit the interpretation of scores and change scores, especially in patients with less disability.^[@bibr35-2055217317725917]^
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[^1]: USA: United States of America; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale.

[^2]: RMT: Rasch Measurement Theory; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale; PSI = Person Separation Index; χ^2 ^= Chi-square. ^a^Item threshold mean is always set at 0.00 logits. ^b^Statistical assessment on adjusted sample (*n* = 500) and Bonferroni correction.

[^3]: RP: relative measurement precision = (*F*-scale)/(*F*-scale with highest *F* value); ANOVA: analysis of variance. ^a^Original Physical Impact Items anchored on the Physical Impact and General Symptoms merged items scales. ^b^Original Physical Impact Items anchored on the Physical Impact and General Limitations merged items scales.

[^4]: Original Physical Impact Items anchored on the Physical Impact and General Symptoms merged items scales. ^b^Original Physical Impact Items anchored on the Physical Impact and General Limitations merged items scales. *t*: *t*-statistic; RE: relative efficiency = (*t*-scale)2/(*t*-scale with largest *t*-value)2; ES: effect size; SRM: standardized response mean; MID: minimally important difference.

[^5]: MSIS--29: Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale; MS: multiple sclerosis. Corresponding Rasch transformed 0--100 score for each response category; responses highlighted in yellow represent the baseline average sample score, in blue Week 48 and in green items for which baseline and week 48 average scores fall within the same response option. Average responses of both the treatment and placebo groups are displayed on same table as they fall within the same response options.
